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Catherine Richardson

Singly I am growing, like a plant

My lonely self unfolding at a slant.

Words and sights and sounds combined
Are pressed like seeds upon my mind.

I ache with the pain which all plants know
It hurts to change, but one must grow.

Green and still and silent as a plant

Flesh roots grasp deep, yet lean me at a slant.

Nourished by sun, shaken by storm

I ease by leaps into my finished form.

All that I know, I've attained by solemn inches

As a vine entangles and into tree bark pinches.

Singly I am growing, like a plant.

My solitary self unfurling at a slant.



OLD MISS TURNER

Them were strange folks lived next to me.

Old Miss Turner grew up in

That there new white house.

I hear the two buildings could be twins.

The first they say Old Miss Turner

Burnt down one night for the hell of it.

Said she was bored with slow paced country life.

Wanted to go back to the big city

So she took straw one evening

When her Ma and Pa went to town
And set to throwing it around the Old House.

Lit some paper from the modern type woodstove

—

They had that fancy type our folks always wanted

But we couldn't get on account we was poor

—

And lit the straw, that house went up then

Down in no time at all.



Next, I guess I mus' been twelve

—

Today's my birthday by the way.

I takin' on the ripe age of eighteen now.

Pa says I get prettier by the day—
I saw Old Miss Turner one day

Running naked all over them yonder fields.

I loved it to death,

'Cause it was the first time I seen a naked non-kin folk.

I seen my sisters and brothers naked

But that seemed so natural I never throught 'bout it.

But this Old Miss Turner was a real shocker!

There's no doubt I can't be no little girl

After what I seen.

I feel sorry for Old Miss Turner.

I now know what Ma meant on
Account of savin' one's self for marriage.

I heard Old Miss Turner gave it up one night to

One of them Sweet-Talkin' City Fellers

Who promised he would marry her

And then left.

I pity Old Miss Turner

Who wanted to leave but can't move on account

Her Ma and Pa are dead and buried in that there cemetary

In the backyard.

Bernie Dickinson
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Sarah Anne Stark

MERRY-GO-ROUND, PULLEN PARK

Oh mighty bird in your restoration

Of sphere with others in and out of place

Stripped from bright colors of lamentation

Slowly you regain your prestige, your grace

Gentle hands chip 'way those thick layers of paint

Gradually change your proud figures of motion

Your ancient forms rising without restraint

Regain past beauty of past artist's notion.

Oh to each ostrich, giraffe, tiger, horse

Again to your ancient forms are restored.

Lion, rabbit, and sleigh of spheric course

Turn round as others turn and bob adored.

This stage of fixed figures joyfully turns

Humoring those who for their joyride yearn.



NINE-TAILED FOX
A Korean folktale retold by Kyu-Young Sung

Once upon a time, there was a poor but honest young man. His

name was not known. He sold salt to mountaineers.

One night when there was no moon at all, he was walking along

a mountain road. Owls warned of dangerous events, and near

tombs, wolves cried to soothe ghosts.

He was afraid of those sounds. He heard someone's incantation:

. . . I'll be a human, I'll be a human with this

skeletal head, with this skeletal head. . .

He was really scared, but his curious mind held his feet on the

ground. He crawled on all fours to the nearest tomb, and he saw a

fox with a skeletal head. The fox—about 100 years old—had nine

tails. She was grinding a skeletal head to fit her head.

Finally, she finished grinding. She wore the skeletal head and

tumbled nine times. Suddenly she changed into a famous Witch

Doctor. After she checked everything, she went into a village to get

a human's soul and blood.

The young man left his stuff on the tomb, picked a hard stick,

and followed the fox to the village. The fox knocked on the door of

a big, beautiful house. In the house, one pretty girl was sick from

the black magic of a fox. Everybody welcomed the famous Witch

Doctor. Before she got into the girl's room, she ordered everybody

out. She was preparing to take the girl's soul and blood.



When she started her job, the young man jumped into the house

and said to the girl's father, "There is one old and evil fox in this

house!! I can surely tell you because my magic stick is shaking."

And he shook his stick on purpose. "Please," the girl's father said,

"get rid of that fox if it will help my daughter get well." The young
man ran into the girl's room immediately, and he killed the Witch

Doctor with his stick.

Everybody saw a nine-tailed fox in the girl's room. They were

relieved that the girl was recovered. They thanked the young man.

The girl's father asked him to sell his stick because they thought it

was a magic stick. The young man explained that it was not a magic

stick, but still the girl's father bought it with lots o( money. The
young man went to his hometown with his new wealth. The girl's

father was pleased to get a magic stick, and he went out to test the

magic stick the next night. He hid himself behind a tree.

An hour later, a beautiful lady appeared, and the girl's father's

hand shook with excitement. So did the stick! He thought the lady

was a fox with nine tails because his magic stick was shaking badly.

He jumped to her and hit her as hard as possible. She was

unconscious. He shouted, "I've got it! I've got it!"

And he murmered "Hmmm! Maybe here this fox has nine tails,"

while he was feeling her.

Then behind him many people appeared. They were searching for

the woman. Suddenly one man shouted, "What is he doing with my
wife?"



Janice Lynch

ON DIANE'S MARRIAGE

May she never know the pain

Of a lover who turns winter

Into flowers and her husband to the past.

May she never learn the hollow

Impression of his form

In the bed — may he always fill her.

May she never recall at forty

The dreams that twisted her at twenty.

May she never realize the harsh scars

Of children from her womb — the split

Across her stomach: the brand of women.
May she never sense the solid crash

Of sorrow in her throat — a wave
On a shore, breaking all the earth.

May she never lie at night alone

Feeling the quick slip of time

About her neck and through her breasts

And away from her life.





When he has been near.

When he becomes another and

another.

When your trust runs thin, then

thinner, then thinner again.

When you feel your greed in

your words and your eyes.

When you lose sight of jealousy

and it becomes the confining, con-

suming friend.

When all is wrapped around the words

of mistrust.

When:

Then you leave your soul.

Then you leave your heart.

When you trade them for all those

unworthy words that force you to cling.

Then he becomes another and another.

When he has been near.

Robin Cochran



Suze Kleiss

A Winter Spent in a Yellow Room in New Hampshire

Heidi and Scott packed and hitched out,

I stayed with Mel. She had a baby in the bathroom

screaming like our mothers did

becoming what we supposed women were.

Heidi and Scott got stuck in South Carolina, said

they were never coming back. Icicles born inside

the window frame did not melt til' afternoon.

I soaked up lifes blood with a towel

changing like children do

believing we could change no more.

Heidi and Scott came again in June.

Poems often speak of this, June and homecoming
Maybe it is because in winter we turn to the same stale air

more than twice and still we change,

like a flushing toilet going round in a blooded red whoosh,

turning until we can turn no more.
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CAPTIVE

Lord help those who are held alone.

I see them glooming through open cracks

Wide enough barely for Hope to slip through.

Dew gathers on their lonely faces

As they sit solemnly, in rows, like grass,

In awesome vaulted tombstone places

Where none by there but the despairing pass.

Silently, in corners, some find relief

Where they crack slowly like plaster.

When there is no solace or reprieve

Others shatter suddenly like fallen glass.

Lord help those who are held alone

Desperately, against their will.

The solitary moles may feel their fear

Yet like clay pots on forgotten window sills

They may tip over and break, but no one will hear.

Catherine Richardson



TRANSFORMATIONS OF EXPERIENCE - PART I - HEARING WORDS

When William Carlos Williams writes, in the coda o( his poem,

"Asphodel that Greeny Flower",

Only the imagination is real!

I have declared it

time without end.

you will not hear the stress of these lines if you insist on agreeing or

disagreeing with his exclamation. Trying to make sense of only that,

you might skip inattentively through the important percussions that

follow. These words do not offer information in the conventional

sense, and their lines are so deceptively simple and quick that you

might easily ignore their voice. In fact, they function as visual

illuminations of voice. Its instrumentation delivers this passage's

emphasis. The lines describe a vocal cadence which transmits their

purpose. You do not need to know what Williams is suggesting

when he claims, "Only the imagination is real!"; you do not need to

know that "time without end" is noticeably similar (and dissimilar)

to the conclusion of the Apostle's Creed in order to HEAR that the

act of declaring in the indispensable crux of this passage. During the

moment that you read it you are not called upon to refute or accept

its claim. You are tacitly asked to hear that the conscious

acknowledgement of declaring, a separate line nudged between the

others and rhythmically bounded by its abrupt beginning and

ending, is not a mere bridge but a distinct registration. It nearly

makes visible a set of quotation marks about the line's words which,

coupled with that line's punctuation, tones the claim to one of

issuant discovery.



"I have declared it": a speaker aware of his voice. Not simply its

sound but its function; an arrangement in words, an articulation of

what was before only the welling of a conception.

I can only compare this sense of hearing words say something to

that shocking instant when a fish that you have felt trilling on your

line momentarily breaks the surface of the water and some visible

detail of size or shape or color in that wriggling thing shoots

credence into all you've felt, like some powerful utterance.

What is perhaps even more miraculous is that all this may be

extended, and must be, when this passage is read. The voice with

the words must be recreated within their reader. The words must be

both spoken and heard, as they have been within the poem, which

is a way of saying that you do not know what these words mean
until you experience what they do. The pull and glimpse of the fish

occurs within.

We would do well to remember Ezra Pound's insistence that words

must "cling close to things". For even though the closest we get to

named things in this passage are the words "imagination" and

"time", hardly palpable objects, the lines themselves, clusters of

words shaped as a vocalization of thought, act as if alive to bear an

intention across. We have to hear them not only as the familiar

sounds they are, but as active things with a pulse that as we read

them beats in us. Only then has something happened: a clarifying

distinction which, in us, is metamorphic.

Chip Loughlin '81



Catherine Richardson

She stares through him from her chair across the room.

Her jaw tenses; his cruel words are slowly formed.

His look demands upright obedience.

On the edge of her seat again

Can't jump too fast for men.

The lines on her forehead have grown into furrows.

She's lost more weight, lately; her face is gaunt.

Her breasts have withered; her desire has not.

He doesn't talk much, in a monotone.

She screams her thoughts across the widening room.

He shakes his head and says; "Calm down."

She's actually eager for his next command,
Though he won't notice, when he mumbles, "Get a beer.

She wears only negligees to bed,

Hoping, perhaps, for his passionate touch.

He believes beds are for sleeping and conceiving.

She sheds silent tears and wonders if he cares.

Some nights her sleep is dream-ridden.

Those dreams eat holes right through her.

She sees a man, very neatly attired.

He has a knife, and could kill her quickly.

But he just smiles, and mumbles; "Get a beer."

From her nightmare she bolts straight up in bed.

Can't jump too fast for men.
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Robin Cochran

THEN ARE YOU SANE?

When you start to live in

walls.

When you start to converse with

the fixtures.

When all the conversations begin

and end with. ... oh yes. . .

what did you say?

When you start to crawl through the walls

that are your body's core and you melt

into the glue in the cracks then

are you sane?

When your mind drips into puddles

and the last few drops turn to glue.

When you stick to the floor.

When you start to live in walls.

When you start to converse with the

fixtures.

Then are you sane?



THE OLD RUN AROUND

Ever approaching, they thunder,

Over-forty, the onslaught of the jogging wonder.

Cheeks strain, bellies roll, I can't help giggling,

Huffing and puffing, their torsos jiggling.

Do women jog too?

Ah, here they come, pitter-patter, smaller feet,

Oh my God! All bone, no chests, no meat!

All so muscled, so intense, trying for their peaks,

The only noticeable fat on them is in their bulging cheeks.

Do men still chase women?

I HATE MEN WITH THIN LEGS

I do not want a man
with thin legs like a boy

or a bird fallen

from its nest to concrete,

trembling at the faintest wind.

I cannot believe in them —
when their fine-boned

hands create a flurry

about the face

too tenderly, like a baby
discovering its limbs.

I want men with legs

thick and heavy

as an old woman's —
placed in the earth

with the firmness of an oak.

Dent Lynch

Janice Lynch



AD LIB

The modern woman heeds the cal

Of Women's Liberation:

To drop the sexist protocol

Of Mother's generation.

No longer forced into the dull

Routine of household boredom,

She's free to seek the wonderful

Domain of business boredom.

With sexual equality

She now can do the choosing.

She has to make — creatively —
Excuses for refusing.

So now the modern man expects

A woman who earns riches,

Who makes the overtures for sex,

But still does all the dishes.

Iris B. Velvin



Tracey Clark

Six hatted dilettantes in the gallery

Stooping—oops

—

standing elegantly before the new acquisition

—

Enigmatic modern work—their mouths are agape

—

The well-studied stuff of their art appreciation courses

Can't help them identify the 'delightfully fresh line'

—

They are mute—and the work is not 'Picasso-like', nor 'Somewhat
Dalf.

What, indeed, prompts the artist to his canvas?

Perhaps, sweet maidens of the gallery, it is in the whisper, or the sigh

Or the gestures of an animated conversation

—

That are the strokemarks on an unseen canvas

—

That arc the colours, and shades and hues and lines of a tapestry of character

Which mark the artist; held within the portfolio of his fond memory
And call him to present his work to time.



DEAR SALLY AND X.Y.Z.

Of all the blessings

That heaven sends

Surely the greatest

Are loyal friends.

Flowers of kindness never fade

Each little petal is heaven made.

Your faithful heart from beginning to end
I found one day in the heart of a friend.

Stay young at heart

Grow gracefully old

Till the sacred paths

Of heaven unfold.

Ruth Bloomfield — resident, Friends Homes



Steve Rubinstein

TREES

Powerful creatures

rising from soil like hairs on the old clog's back

concealing parasites within from the world above

staunch old figures—old men in the park

never moving from their benches—digging strong roots

down into the earth

reminders of time past

history engraved in deep lines on their skin

barks deep grooves telling us

things they have seen

as we haughtily turn a deaf ear toward them
all the while hiding under their protective arms

which have allowed us to live so that we too

may drive our roots into the earth

becoming as they are

tired bodies wrapped in deeply gouged skin

wanting so much to tell

all that they have seen.



AGED DOGWOOD Megan Fitzgerald



Janice Lynch

FOR SUZANNE

So many words to be said

Now that distance affords honesty.

My mouth is like a dictionary.

Nothing here is simple.

I want to tell you a complexity

Of trees and shadow at my window
Like your face in my sleep.

None of it is easy.

You have no words for these meanings,

No language except a dead tongue.

I speak, a diver, listening for sound

through the betrayal of water.

I want to tell you a silence.

There is no alphabet, nothing to give.

I dream you are in my arms

Making an alphabet of sticks and rocks.

We change the name of the night

And sleep in the strength of our hands.






